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ABSTRACT : This paper describes an experiment dealing with

extraction of legal deeision rules from a multilayer neuml

network. The rules that are extracted can be used for designing

the knowledge base of an expert system. The experiment is

based on a corpus of Councif of State dceisions (administrative

law). This method can be efficiently applied to the legal

domain. An interpretation of the extractal rules is attempted in

terms of statutes and judges’ impficit knowledge.

****************

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes extraction of expertise from a multilayer

perception. We show that this model is also relevant within a

legal domain.

Let us first define what a mukilayer pcrecptron is: it is also

called a multilayer neural network or connexionist model. It

consists of large numbers of computing elements connected to

ach other. They m-e chwacterized by lenming capacities in the

extent that they can be trained on a set of examples. Other

authors (1)(2) have been interested in extracting explicit

knowledge tkom connectionist models.
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Our fu-at objective is to test efficient methods for extracting

expertise. Using computational models and techniques is

becoming increasingly important in the development of

knowledge based systems. These observations lead us to

explore, within the MAIRILOG project, solutions for discerning

legal dc&ion rules that could be dirtxtly used in the knowledge

base of an expert system. We propose to analyse how rules can

be extracted from a mukilayer neural network. The

contribution of this model in the extraction, representation and

validation of legal knowledge will bc compared with other

methods for modelling legal reasoning.

The second point is to develop procedures in which logical and

holistic approaches can be conciliated. Most papers argue that

the neural network approach is a faithful model of some human

processcx which cannot be easily represented in rule based

systems. But the problem is that the interpretation of these

processes is not easy and the nc&vork approach is not well

suited for making knowledge cxpficit in the form of rules.

We will then focus on the classification performance of the

network rather than on the problem of interpretation of hidden

layers. Indeed we will use the network as a classifier whose

target is a legal rule. The network can bc made to produce

some of its knowledge in the fofm of explicit rules. The legal

application domain is the decisions of the Conseil d‘ Etat in

validating or in invalidating municipal regulations. The explicit

rules extracted from the network are compared with the rules

that would be used by legal experta.
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2. TIiE PRINCIPLE OF EXTRACTING LEGAL

DECISION RULES FROM A MULTILAYER NEURAL

NETWORK

2.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF LEGAL RULES

Knowledge sources are not homogeneous in the legal field:

statute law is written in the form of rules andu

concepts

- jurisprudence is a set of cases, consistirtg of

features characteristic of the legal problem, and

these cases are “subsumed” under a rule or

concept (civil law) or classified in terms of

precedent (common law)

- legal doctrine is a set of heuristic and interpretation

rules which enable concepts to be determined, or

legal precedent to be explained.

Whhin each legal domain, the expressions of decision rules

vary considerably. A rule ~n consist of a set of determined

concepts that may be defmcd more or less precisely, or even

quant&d (number of decibels, tonnage of heavy goods vehickx

etc.).

In the field of municipal law, the task of defmirtg these concepts

may also be delegated by statute law to another authority:

mayors or judges for example.

Let us look at the example of the traffic regulation : article L

131-4 of the Municipal code stipulates: “According to traffic

needs, the mayor may, during specified times, prohibit access

to certain roads or road sections, or limit access to certain

categories of drivers or vehicles. ”

The term “traffic needs” is a standard, that is to say, an open-

strttctured concept intended to regulate, just as “public order”,

“emergency” ,or “decency”. standards, which have the

particularity of always remaining undefined, are numerous in

the domain of municipal policy. In other research in this field

(3) we showed that a standard is not substantive it is an

heuristic operator used for building dynamically a network

b-een concepts, circumstances, arguments and actions. This

specificity of legal knowledge has been stressed by most of

authors concerned by logical representation of concepts So

Hafner mentioned (4) that “it is clear that the conceptual

conncctiona rcprcacmat in Icgat ddsion rulra arc an important

aspect of a legal researcher’s knowledge”.

Therefore, in our domain, knowledge cannot be defmcd in

terms of production rules by simply reading statutes. Neither

judges nor legal doctrine can isolate specific factors from legal

reasoning in the form of explicit rules. Thus, when it comes to

standards set out in the code, only the systematic analysis of

case law (and, if available, commentary) will enable us to

determine which decisional context could justify the mayor’s

regulating heavy goods vehicles on the road, or to forbid the

sale of lily-of-the-valley on the public byway on the 1st of May.

Each case is a model of reasoning. In order to describe cases

we can use summaries in natural language. In NEUROLEX,

we select key elements such as the legal domain, the invoked

legal and factual standards, the controversial mayoral decision

and the judge’s solution. l%ae elements will be the variable of

our network.

2.2 KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION IN THE MAIRILOG

PROJECT

MAHULOG is a set of expett systems and legal decisional aids

intended to help mayors in decision-making : it consists of legal

knowledge bases, data fdes, statistical files, text editors, banks

of legal texts and dictionaries. Originally written in PROLOG,

a version in TURBO PASCAL is commercially available.

However, researchers continue their work on the PROLOG

version (5).

The knowledge base was constituted through traditional analysis

methods, with computers used to help determine the structure

and basis of normative texts. The “generator” terms in the

domain could thus be pinpointed : list of sources of noise,

offences, penalties, criteria for determining importance of

offence etc. as laid down by the law.

But it was soon decided that these text-engineering methods

were inadequate to extract the deeper meaning of the text and

discover the legal deeision rules, particularly those concerning

standards irtvoked(6). We studied a corpus of Council of State

decrees; using factor analysis method. This method produced

significant results, notably in identifying specific moments in

time or making eorrel&ions between facts and standards. From

this analysis, we were able to create both a normative

knowledge base and an argumentative knowledge base destined

to provide suitable legal argumentation for municipal bye-

laws.

2.3 LEGAL APPLICATIONS OF NEURO-MIMETIC

NETWORKS

Unfoxtunataly, fwtor analysis mcdwds can only drive linear

models. The use of multilayer neural networks allows increase
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in the capabilities of factor analysis methods, by building non-

linear modeia.(7)

Multilayer neural networks have been used in the legal field

over the past few years and appear appropriate for structuring

this type of knowledge.

On one hand, theoretical work on connexionism in law has

mainly involved parallel exploration in the different branches of

reasoning, where con flictual or undetermined rules are to be

resolved. On the other hand, ail the legal applications have

dealt with the natural language processing.

We can mention hereby two main applications of neuro-mimetic

networks which have been developed. The first one is the AIR

system that uses multilayer neural ne&vorks for extracting

conceptual legal information (conceptual retrieval systems) from

free text (8). By substituting a connexionist representation in the

form of a weighted index graph, the manual indexation phase

can be avoided. The second system based on parallel

processing was designed for the public prosecutor, allowing

him to compare and check texts from briefings against 3,500

significant words taken from the Dutch Criminal code (9).

No matter which approach is employed, the common difficulty

is to satisfy the constraints of the real world and the natural

language (incertitude, ambiguity, difficulty to’ recognize either

the rules applied, or the decision) with models that take these

elements into account, without modifying a structure or

imposing an intermediary model.

2.4 CASEBASED REASONING VERSUS RULEBASED

MODEL.

Up to the present, AI research in the field of law has dealt with

two kinds of knowledge: rule-based knowledge and case-based

knowledge. A significant example of a rule-based model is the

PROLOG representation of the British Nationality Act (10).

This representation is well adapted to structured and deftned

domains which can be expressed in terms of necessary and

sufficient conditions. But it is not efficient for fields which

contain many open structured concepts which have to be further

specified according to the circumstances of the ecsc.

Moreover, some authors obsewed that a set of rules without a

deep structure cannot render legal expertise (11) and simulate

the proceasua of “thinking like a lawyer”.

Unlike these models neural networks do not require a a priori

model. Neurolex aims at generating its own heuristic

techniques to test the sensitivity of the network to various

changes in the features and incremental changes between cases

are made automaticaUy. But like them Neurolex handles case

law and try to simulate the decision making process.

3. BUILDING NEUROLEX

Our hypothesis was to use conneetionist models to define the

common factors in decision-making situations. This meant that

we had to establish the reasoning taken into consideration by

the judge appointed to check the municipal decision : the

Council of State.

3.1 STRUCTURE OF THE NETWORK

The Council of State (“Conseil d’Etat”) is one of the two major

French jurisdictional bodies. It has, within its competence, the

investigation of bye-laws.

We have examined a corpus of municipal jurisprudence

consisting of 378 judgement of the Council of State, validating

or invalidating bye-laws. Thus, the output layer of the network

consists of two units: annulation or confutation of the initial

bydaw. The input v~tor is composed of variables that are

distributed in four subsets : regulations, byrAaws, factual

standards and normative standards.

A factual standard is a standard about facts such as

“emergency” or “degree of disturbance of the noise”: it includes

an appreciation about circumstances. A normative standard is a

standard that consists in inducing general rules to a case, for

example public order or decency.

The four subsets include respectively 10, 11, 13 and 15

variables. Therefore there are 49 boolean input variablea.

TABLE OF INPUT VARIABLES
(i.G. following p.gc)

On the other hand, a ca.wbased approach has beers used for

solving mediation problems. Generally, easea were indexed by

features. Hammond (12) used an indexing scheme for his case

based problem solver. Other systems were based on a causal

model or a claii lattice (13).
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TABLE OF INPUT VARL4BLES
(examples)

REGULATION:

BYE-LAWS:

FACTUAL STANDARDS:

NORMATIVE STANDARDS:

(CIRC) Traffic
Hygiene ●

Public performances *

(INTE) Ban
(REGL) Regulation
(REAUT) Authorisation
(INJO) Injunction
[CARE) Inaction
@ERMj Closure
(AUCO) Conditional Authorization
(SUDE) Suppression of Derogation
(REIN) Refusal of Interfering
(RECO) Conditional Refusal

Noise offence *
Restricted traffic *

(ORPU) Public order
(BONO) Law and order
(’IRAQ) Public Tranquility
(SEW) Public safety
(TRAD) Tradition
(EGAL) Discrimination
(MORA) Public decency

(* Variables not-used in our examples.)

The 378 suitable byeAaws (those which involved at least one

standard) were separated from the corpus as foilows :

-331 bye-laws constituting the learning base,

- 47 bye-laws constituting the validation base,

enabling us to check that the network had

correctly “learnt” from the learning base.

For each example, an output vector was calculated by using the

input vector and the weight distribution within the network.

The actual output vector was then compared to the calculated

result and the error rate used to modify the distribution of all the

connexions according to various rules : we used those from the

back propagation method developed in the 80’s (14)(15)

The resulting network thus contained 49 input neurons and 2

output neurons. Because of the number of examples available,

we limited the number of neurons on the hidden layer to 4.

3.2 A NETWORK LEARNING BASE

The success sates obtained when presenting the nchvork with

new cases were around 80%. The method thus was able to

extract some regularities in the data.

4. KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION

We first recall an equivalence principle stating that

conncctionist classifiers arc functionally quivalent to a set of

logical rules (cf 4. l.). The most efficient methods for extracting

the logical rules are implicit enumerations using constraints

propagation methods. However, the extraction problem is NP

complete and the combinatorial number of input vectors can

make these methods too time-consuming. The introduction of a

validity domain allows a reduction of the combinatorial problem

(Cf 4.2.). In our application, the reduction applied is strong

enough to allow us to use explicit enumerative methods for

extracting logical rules (cf 4.3.).

4.1. EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE

When considering fcedfonvard type mukilayer networks with

complete connections between adjoining layers and given a set

of examples < Xh, Yh > where Xh takes its values in the

hypercube Bm and Yh in the hypercube Bn, the nchvork

calculates a mapping g (figure 1) ftom Bm to In by using the

back propagation algorithm.

If we apply a decision fisnction d (figure 1) to the output vector

In we are mapping the output vector into Bn. The decision

function is usually chosen to be the maximum rule (i.e. keeping

the beat), but it can also be another function such as keeping the
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p best. The composition function h maps Bm into Bn. We can

then show that each output variable of h k equivalent to a

logical formula con.muctedfiom the input booleans (3).

F~sme 1: Equivalence diagram (where B is <0,1> and I is

[0,1 )

[n our application, m = 49 and n = 2. Therefore, h is

boolean function with 49 boolean variables.

4.2. CONSTRUCTION OF A VALIDITY DOMAIN FOR

NEUROLEX

The vafidity domain is related to the idea that there exists

a

a

neighboring area of the training base on which the

generalization works well. The construction of such a validity

domain can be performed by various methods and depends on

both the problem considered and the probability of occurcnce

for each example in the training base (16). The Validity Domain

can be determined from a priori knowledge, either related to the

data coding or formulated by an expest, or to the statistical

regularities observed from the training base. We can then

derive constraints on the input hypercube Bm of the neural

network. This enables the initial eardinality (2m) of the domain

to be reduced.

There are various methods for building the validity domain of

the neural network. In this paper, we have focussed on

describing the validity domain as a sel of logical mathematical

constraints.

It is therefore possible to include the constraints specifying the

validity domain in the constraints propagation methods that can

be used for extracting equivalent logical rules from the neural

network. The extracted rules will be relevant if the vafidity

domain has been well defined and if the performances of

generalization for the network are satisfying.

A detailed explanation of how these constraints can be derived

will not be given here because there are various possible

procedures ; we wilf look into this question further on, when we

examine the application to the corpus of jurisprudence.

In our application, the overall validity domain is equal to the

cartesian product of the validity domains corresponding to the

four subsets. For each of the fnt three subsets, one and only

one input variable can be true; therefore, the domains

corresponding to these three subsets correspond to exclusive

variables (annulation or non-annulation for instance). The

remaining domain corresponding to the normative standards

subset, Nosm_Std, consists of 15 boolean variables; therefore,

it has an a priori cardinafity of 215 ; however, a brief statistical

study on the normative standards has shown that ordy a smaU

number of them are involved in any one decision. This allows

us to restrict the validity domain to cases where less than four

normative standards are true. We can restrict the validity

domain even more by considering the conditional probabilities

between normative standards. We can then represent these

probabilities as a valued graph on the normative standards.

Furthermore, we decided to remove all the arcs whose

conditional probability is less than 0.25.

r =(x,y/p(x/y)20,2s)

The resulting graph 17 is composed of six connex components ;

one of them is shown in figure 2.

The next step is to consider all the paths whose lengths are less

than, or equal to, three in the preceding graph, that ia, to keep

aff the paths travelled when constructing I’ U 1’2 U 1’3

12El 0“’0‘=-=
0.45

lt
0.63

t
0.31

H=

Fiinre 2: Example of eonnex component
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Figure 2 shows one of the connex components. From it, 12

paths can be built. Each path corresponds to a vwtor, for

example:

L1 == OrpU

L2 = = OrpU “ trad

L3 = = bono

L4 = = orpu a bono

L5 = = OS_PU “ trad

. . .

L12 = = orpu “ mora “ trad

This procedure can be applied on the other

components. So 36 paths can then be selected.

4.3. EXTRACTION OF LOGICAL RULES

.,

five connex

From Figure 3 we can draw up a set of equivalent clauses.

Some of them are presented below :

Let us now discuss the extraction of logical rules from 120

cases processed by Neurolex and selected among the 51480

cases (10 regulations x 11 bye-laws x 13 factual standards x 36

paths of normative standards) of the constructed validity

domain. 36 is the number of possible combinations of normative

standards as explained in 4.2.

Atler setting a regulation, a connex component and a

circumstantial standard, we can then study a subset of the

validity domain and derive a set of equivalent clauses. Some of

them arc listed below:

5. LEGAL VALIDATION OF RESULTS

The network produces decisional rules which we shalf try to

analyse and classify with respect to positive law. We will then

discuss the spwific problem of validating the knowledge

generated by our model.

5.1 INTERPRETATION OF THE RULES.

Regarding our irsput and output variables, rule-s obtained arc

built accordiig to the following scheme

[ (II ‘-km - expo)

- (12 - ~rcau - +njo - -veto - -ferns - -iuco - ~sudc - expo)

- ( 13 - mrcau - expo)

- ( 4 - expo)

- (15 - -reau - =reco - ~fcrm ‘“-mum ‘ -sude _ expo)

..... 1

The rules thus obtained cart be expressed in natural language

and passed to an expert in that domain.

It means that the standard “breach of public order” is not the

right argument to justi~ a mayoral decision in the field of

traffic poficy.

The degree of generalization of the rules extracted is

proportional to the number of cases depicted in a table such as

that in figure 3. The previous method was applied on 120 cases

(in the field of traffic policy) but could be extended to the entire

validity domain.

Fiittre 3 : Responses given by the network for directing

traffii, with the connex component Cl (the black squares

correspond to anntdation, the white non-anntdation)

The first rule would be given as foUows : “In the domain of

directing traffic, and in a normative situation relative orriy to

public order, the Council of State judge is led to conclude that

the only mayoral decision not rcpre+venting M abuse of power

would be closure of the mad. ”

In a subdomain of municipal reguktion, when the mayor makes

a deciswn and then gives legal or fmtual arguments, then there

is a strong probabiUty that the judge will notannul the mayoral

bye-h.

Let us examine the different rules generated by our model. We

can define five types of logical clauses for our previous

example of tra~lc rcgtttation:

a- Confmirtg explicit legal rules of the statutes,

b- Adding conditions to explicit legal rulca,
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c- Confwming general non-explid principle9c- Con fwing general explicit principles,

d- Extracting new rules,

e- Extracting meta-knowledge.

a- Confwming explicit legal rules of the statutea

Let us examine an example of this kind of logical rule (e.g.

Figure 3, L6):

(L6) IF TRAFFIC regulation is concerned

MJD Standards “BREACH OF PUBLIC

TRANQUILITY”, “BREACH OF LAW AND

ORDER” ,“PUBLIC ORDER” are involved,

IF the mayoral decision is a ban

THEN DECISION CONFIRMED BY THE

JUDGE (non abuse of power).

In any situation involving violation of fundamental statutory

principles, the mayor can forbid an activity. The text of the

corresponding statute is as follows:

“Municipal policy is intended to ensure public order, security,

tranquility, safety and health” : Municipal Code, Articles

L 131-1 and L 131-2.

There is a striking correspondence between the content of this

decision rule produced by the network ai)d the statutory

principles. We can conclude that the network could verify

whether the law has been correctly applied by the mayor and

the judge.

b- Adding conditions to explieit legal rules.

Let us take L1 from the same figure:

(L1) IF Standard “LAW AND ORDER”

(BONO)

AND the mayoral decision involves CLOSURE

(FERM)

THEN DECISION ANNULED BY THE

JUDGE.

In opposition to the previous class of rules we should note that

even when certain explicit legislative standards are involved,

the judge can overrule the bye-law. It means that the standard

LAW AND ORDER eamot argue such a serious decision as

the CLOSURE of a noisy place for example in fhe fieki of

trafic remaiation. The standard Law and Order is weaker than

that of Public Order. (see Line 1).

The network can therefore be used to check the interpretation of

the statute: the judge can introduce supplementary conditions

which arc not stipulated by the statute.

In practice, some standards have been elaborated by the judge.

What is the weight they have on the nehvork? Let us examine

the jurisprudential standard TRADITION:

(L7) If Standard “TRADITION” (l’RAD)

AND the mayoral decision is a ban

THEN DECISION ANNULED BY THE

JUDGE

Our network gives then an equivalent weight to a standard of

the municipal bye-law. It means that when a traditional activity

such as the sale of Iily-of-thcwalley in the streets on the fwat of

May is forbidden by the mayor, the judge will annul this

decision.

d- Extracting new rules

We will take the example of cases in which public decency is

involved: afler the Second World War and with the

popularization of summer holidaya on the seaside appeared a

jurisprudence on decency on the beach. For instance, the

mayor was led to forbid undressing outside cabioa built for this

very purpose.

A new rule appeared and is reflected in our following clause:

(L1O) IF standard “PUBLIC DECENCY” (MORA)

AND the mayoral decision involves BAN,

AUTHORIZA’HON, REFUSAL,

THEN DECISION CONFIRMED BY THE

JUDGE.

Use of the network is not limited to confining known rules; it

can also extract new rules composed of a series of positive or

negative conditions that an expert would not be able to put

together in art explicit manner. At thii level, we are dealing

with the syncretic, intuitive, complex “d-r knowledge” that

DREYFUS (17) spoke about.

e- Extracting meta-knowledge

Mela-knowledge (18) refera to strategies of choice amongst

rules, which means that in order to solve a problem it is better

to use some rules rather than others.

Consider line 8 on figure 3 where we only have black squares:

it means that the argument of tranquility is not at all relevant -

for the mayor - in the field of traffic regulation.
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So, there exists a hierarchy between standards according to the

domain of municipal action.

The final decision does not necessarily result from the same

type of variables: there are hidden steps of reasoning and

circumstances do not always have the same impact on a

decision makirrg process; in short, the judge’s decision can be

founded on a complex and not predetermined combination of

variables.

5.2 VALIDATION OF EXPERTISE: SOME SPECIFIC

LIMITS

Our experiment raises several questions concerning legal

knowledge: traditional legal knowledge was founded on written

mica. For that very reason, traditional modelling approach

could not be but logical. Whh the neural network modelling

approach we deal with another kind of knowledge: the model

doca not pretend to fmd the universality of a rule but only its

efficiency in a relativistic frame.

That is why we have a problem in validating results. The only

conclusive text would involve a comparison between

NEUROLEX and a panel of experts on a large number of

diverse cases.

- the nehvork can respond “I do not know” when the

input vector does not belong to the validity

domain,

- the combinatorial aspect of the imphcit

enumeration by constraints propagation methods

is greatly reduced.

The validity domain of this neural network consists of around

50,000 cases. Moreover, we can estimate at fewer than 1,000

the logical clauses required to derive the symbolic expertise

equivalent to the neural nelwork followed by the maximum rule.

We were then able to extract equivalent working rules from the

network. These mlcs enabled to check legal applications when

discretionary power is concerned in a decision making process.

More importantly, the neural network model can extract implicit

decisional rules that even an expert could not have ‘formulated

because we cannot have any accesa to them otherwise.

Our present MAIRILOG project suggests us that the subject of

AI in law could concern hvo different fields of research : fmtly,

the extraction and analysis of legal knowledge and, secondly,

the optimization of formalised expression so that knowledge can

be computer-processed. We have tried to show in this paper

that more efficient means of processing such as neural networks

based on the decision-making process itself could be created.

NEUROLEX can essentially be used to compare different kinds

of results according to modes of learning, to periods, or to

supplementary input variables and input rulca (those of stat@cs

for instance).
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